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The purpose of this sheet is to help me keep track of what your priority items should be, for whatever musical direction you are pursuing. 

  Vehicles:  songs, tunes, the blues, chord progressions, original compositions, improvisation pieces. 
 
 

 Some Goals that I should be able to help you with:  (the word jazz is used very broadly here) 
Some Areas of 
Study: 

Jazz guitar 
in a group 
with 
another 
harmonic 
instrument 
(usually 
keyboard) 

Jazz 
guitar in 
a trio 
(bass, 
drums, 
or with 
just a 
bass) 

Solo 
jazz 
guitar 

Solo 
symphonic 
guitar 

Jazz guitar 
accompanying 
a voice or ? 

Symphonic 
guitar 
accompanying 
a voice or ? 

Song 
writing, 
composition 

Duos with another 
harmonic 
instrument, jazz 
or symphonic 

Big 
Band 
jazz 
guitar 

Studio 
playing 
(to a 
degree) 

? 

Basic concepts of tonality             
Baroque tonality             
Classical-Romantic tonality             
Aeolian, Dorian and Phrygian 
tonalities 

            

Aeolian major & Mixolydian 
tonalities 

            

Phrygian major tonalities             
Lydian tonality             
Impressionistic & exotic 
tonalities: 
1) 6/9 & friends 

            

2) 9th pentatonic & friends             
3) m6/9 pentatonic & friends             
4) mb6/9 – ∆7 #11 and 
friends 

            

5) whole-tone tonality             
6) melting pot             
Pre-Baroque melting pot 
(Renaissance, etc.)  

            

Organum             
20th Century diatonic major 
tonality: 
1) Chord scales 
2) Harmonic patterns & held-
note sounds 
3) SWR & SWB progressions 
4) I iii IV V 
5) I vi ii V and iii vi ii V 
6) Diatonic cycles 
7) Diatonic pedals 
8) Diatonic contrary sounds 
9) Misc.  

to a degree         to a 
degree 

to a 
degree 

 

H
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20th Century modern  
major ?) tonality: 
1) Modern chords 

            

2) Modern chord 
progressions 

            

3) Systematic inversions             
4) Back-cycling             
5) b5th Substitution             
6) Comping, rhythm playing   ( ) ( )         
7) Melodic comping  
    (“out-front” comping) 

            

8) Walking bass comping             
9) Blues progressions             
10) Chord substitution             
11) Single-note playing   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )   ( )    
12) Textures             
13) Harmonics ( )            
14) Dim. 7th progression             
15) Dim. 7th & 7b9 tonality ( )            
16) Color chord studies             
17) Borrowed chords             
18) Harmonic analysis             
19) Modulation studies             
20) Symmetric progressions             
21) Triads & bass in contr.             
22) Modern pedals             
23) “Leading tones”             
24) Moving line progressions             
25) Chord addition thru chord 
      embellishment 

            

             
Modern Mixolydian tonality             
Drone tunings             
20th Century minor tonality             
Mental practice             
Note reading & names of 
notes on fingerboard 

            

Chord melody style             
Tonality transitions             
Stretching exercises             
Composition: form, style, 
meter, rhythm, melody, etc. 

? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?    

Arranging ? ?           
Rhythmic transitions             
Ear training studies             
             

Where to use material:  intros, “meat,” fills, interludes, modulations or transitions, endings, or ? 

Likew
ise …
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